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ABSTRACT 
Many operators in Banach spaces occur as the integration operator of a suitable vector measure; 
their compactness is completely described in [19]. However, many important spaces X in analysis 
(and integration operators in such spaces) do not fall into this scheme because X is not normable. 
Characterizing the compactness of integration operators in this setting is the aim of this note. The 
methods and techniques employed are quite different to the Banach space arguments used in [19]. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
The importance of vector measures m and their integration theory is well es- 
tablished; see [4, 5, 6, 7, 13, 14, 151 and the references therein. The integration 
operator Z,,I : f H Jfdm is fundamental within this theory and to its applica- 
tions. For instance, such a basic operator as the Fourier transformf ~7 from 
L’( [-rjr, ~1) into co(z) is of the form Z, for a suitable co(z)-valued measure m. 
The same is true for other kernel operators, e.g. those of Volterra type. Or, the 
representation of cyclic Banach (and more general) spaces is given via the in- 
tegration operator with respect to a suitable vector measure, and so on. 
One of the basic questions is to determine when (or when not) Z, is compact. 
A complete answer, in Banach spaces, is given in the recent article [19]. We also 
refer to [20], where several sufficient conditions for deciding the compactness of 
Z,, rather useful when dealing withparticular vector measures m, are presented. 
* The support of a Macquarie University Research Grant is gratefully acknowledged. 
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The aim of this note is to characterize compactness of Z, for Frkchet-space-va- 
fued measures m. The reason is two-fold. Firstly, a strong motivation is pro- 
vided by a recent (and rejuvenated) interest in aspects of vector integration 
which go beyond the Banach space setting and where genuine new ideas and 
techniques are needed; see e.g. [2, 9, 10, 11, 211. Secondly, there is the desire to 
extend the results of [19], especially in view of the fact that a priori it is not clear 
what form such an extension is likely to take in non-normable spaces. It is time 
to be more precise. 
Let X be a (complex, locally convex) Frechet space with continuous dual 
space X’. It is always assumed that p1 < pz 5 . . . is an increasing sequence of 
continuous seminorms determining the topology of X. Let X/pkl({O}) be the 
quotient normed space determined by pk and Xk denote its Banach space com- 
pletion, for k E N. The norm in Xk is denoted by 11 Ilk and the canonical quo- 
tient map of X onto X/pi’ ({0}) . is d enoted by nk; we use the same notation nk 
when it is interpreted as being &-valued. 
Let C be a a-algebra of subsets of a non-empty set Q and m : C + X be a 
vector measure, i.e., m is a-additive meaning that m(E,,) + 0 (in X) whenever 
E,, 1 8 in c. The continuity of nk ensures that mk := nk 0 m is a vector measure 
on C with values in X/pi’ ((0)) -+ Xk, for k E b4. For the definition of the var- 
iation measwe Imkl : c -+ [0, a] of the Banach-space-valued measure mk, see 
[4, pp. 2-31. The variation (mk] is called finite if Imkl(fi) < 00 and m : C + X 
hasfinite variation if every vector measure mk, for k E N, has finite variation. 
Let X : C ---f [0, 00) be a finite measure. There are several notions available in 
the literature in relation to a vector-valued function G on R being called 
‘Bochner X-integrable’, e.g. [l, 22,241. When G takes its values in a FrCchet space 
X, these various notions are all equivalent (although this is not always ob- 
vious); the definition that we use is given in 92. By f3(X, X) we denote the space 
of all X-valued, Bochner A-integrable functions on 0. Given G E a(J!, X), the 
Bochner integral of G over a set E E C (with respect to X) is denoted by 
(B)-&GdX d an is an element of X. The indefinite Bochner A-integral of G, 
denoted by G A, is defined by E H (B) - SE G dX; it is always an X-valued vec- 
tor measure on C and necessarily has finite variation (see 92). Given a vector 
measure m : C + X with finite variation, if there is G E D(X, X) such that 
m = G. A, then G is called the Radon-Nikodym derivative of m with respect o X 
and we write G = dm/dX. A function H : R -+ X is said to have X-essentially 
relatively compact range if there exists a X-null set E E C such that H(.f2 \ E) is 
relatively compact in X (i.e., its closure H(f2 \ E) is compact). 
A continuous linear map T from a locally convex space Y into a Frtchet 
space X is compact, if there is a neighbourhood U of 0 E Y with T(U) compact 
in X, [23, p. 981. 
Let X be a Frechet space and m : C + X be a vector measure. The definition 
of a function f : R + @ being m-integrable is given in $2. The vector space of 
all such (individual) functions is denoted by C’(m); it is a complete locally 
convex space for the topology of convergence in mean (which is given by a se- 
quence of seminorms). The integration operator I, : L’(m) --f X is defined by 
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Z,f = J&dm, forf E c’(m); it is linear and continuous. If N(m) is the closed 
subspace of ,C1 (m) consisting of all the m-null functions (see §2), then the quo- 
tient space l’(m)/N( m , consisting of all equivalence classes of m-integrable ) 
functions, is a Frichet space; it is denoted by L’(m). Let r,,, : L1 (m) --f L*(m) 
be the canonical quotient map. Then there is an induced continuous linear op- 
erator [IJ : L’ ( m --+ X uniquely determined by the condition [Zm] or, = 1,. ) 
Observe that Z, : L’ (m) ---f X is compact iff [I,,J : L’(m) + X is compact. When 
no confusion can arise, we also denote [Zm] simply by 1,. Let v be any scalar or 
vector measure defined on the same measurable space (0, C) on which m is 
defined. We write L’(m) = L’(V) to mean C’(m) = L’(Y) and N(m) = N(v), 
with both equalities holding just as vector spaces. 
We can now formulate the main result; it should be compared with the 
analogous result for Banach spaces, [19, Theorem 11. Although the two results 
have some similarities, we will see that the proof in Frechet spaces is very dif- 
ferent and is based on other techniques. 
Theorem 1. Let X be a Fr&het space and m : C -+ X be a vector measure. 
The integration operator I,,, : L’(m) + X is compact iff there exist r E N and 
G E t3( 1 m, 1, X) such that the following three conditions hold: 
(i) L’(m) = L’(m,); 
09 m(E) = (4-&G d/m,/, E E C; 
(iii) G has (m,J-essentially relatively compact range in X. 
In this case, m necessarily hasfinite variation and 
(1.1) &,f = (@-;fG dlm,l, f E L’(m). 
Once Theorem 1 is available, it will be possible to provide an alternative for- 
mulation without (explicit) mention of Bochner integrable functions. 
Theorem 2. Let X be a Fr&het space and m : C + X be a measure. The integra- 
tion operator In, : L1 (m) --f X is compact ifs there exists r E N such that 
Z ,,,k : L’ (m,+) --f Xk is compact and L’ (mk) = L’ (m,) for every k 2 r. 
Nontrivial compact integration operators exist in every Frichet space. 
Theorem 3. Let X be an infinite-dimensional FrPchet space. There exists a mea- 
sure m in X whose range is not contained in any finite-dimensional subspace of X 
and I,,, is compact. 
Non-compact integration operators also exist in abundance. 
Theorem 4. Let X be an infinite-dimensional Frtchet space. Then there exists an 
X-valued vector measure whose integration operator is not compact. 
The structure of this note is as follows. In $2 we introduce some further nota- 
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tion, various definitions and establish some results needed later. Section 3 gives 
the proofs of the Theorems listed above. The final section discusses some rel- 
evant examples. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let (R, C) be a measurable space, X be a Frechet space (with topology given by 
the seminormsp’ < p2 5 .) and m : C --f X be a vector measure. For x’ E X’, 
let (m, x’) denote the complex measure E H (m(E), x’); its variation 1 (m, x’) 1 is 
then a finite measure. A C-measurable functionf : f2 --t C is m-integrable if it is 
(m,x’)-integrable for each x’ E X’, and if there is a set function fm : C + X 
satisfying ((fm)(E),x') = J,f d( m,x’) for all x’ E X’ and E E C. By the Or- 
licz-Pettis theorem, fm is also a vector measure. The classical notation 
J,fdm := (fm)(E), for E E C, 1s a so used. The vector space of all individual 1 
m-integrable functions is denoted by G’(m). For k E M, define a seminorm on 
Lc’ (m) by 
(2.1) pk(m) :f ++ sw{pk(/Efdm):Et x}, fEC'(m). 
Equipped with the seminorms p1 (m) 5 pz(m) < . . . the locally convex space 
L:'(m) is complete and contains the C-valued, C-simple functions as a dense 
subspace; see [15, Ch.IV] or [16, Theorem 2.41. Continuity of Z, : L’(m) 9 X 
(cf. $1) follows from the inequalities 
Pk(Lf) In(m)(f), fE L'(m), k E N. 
For E E C, its characteristic function is denoted by XE. Fork E N, the variation 
measure 1 mkl of mk : c --f xk was defined in $1. Then p’ < p2 5 . implies 
lm'l 5 jrnz\ < . . . on C. A n e ement f E C’ (m) is m-null if fm is the zero mea- 1 
sure. Equivalently pk(m)(f) = 0 f or all k E N, which is equivalent to f being 
]mk(-null for every k E N; we have used c’(m) 2 c’ (mk), which follows from 
mk = ZZk o m and the following lemma (the proof is omitted as it is a routine 
application of the definitions involved). First some notation. 
The closed subspace of ,C’ (m) consisting of all m-null functions is denoted by 
N(m); in this notation N(m) = nF=, N(mk). The quotient space L’ (m)/n/(m) 
becomes a Frechet space when equipped with the quotient topology; it is de- 
noted by L’ (m). In particular, if X is a Banach space, then the m-null sets and 
the ]m)-null sets coincide. 
Lemma 2.1. Let X and Y be Frichet spaces and S : X --f Y be a continuous linear 
operator. Let m : C --f X be a vector measure and define So m : C + Y by 
(SO m)(E) := S(m(E)), for E E C. Then SO m is a vector measure with theprop- 
erties 
(9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
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l’(m) C C’(S om), 
N(m) C N(S o m), and 
ZSO, = SoZ,onC’(m). 
In the above notation it follows from (2.1) that, for each cr > 0, the neighbour- 
hoods ok-’ ([0, a]) of 0 E L’ (m) have the property that 
{ x,f :“f E JV&+‘([O> al)} c L%(m)-‘([O, 47 EEC, HEN. 
So, if 1, is compact, then it is possible to choose a convex, balanced neigh- 
bourhood I’ of 0 in L’(m) with {X, : E E C} C V such that Im( V) is compact in 
X. This gives 
Proposition 2.2. Let X be a FrCchet space and m be an X-valued vector measure 
whose integration operator I, is compact. Then the range of m is a relatively 
compact subset of X. 
Still in relation to compactness, we will require the next fact later. 
Lemma 2.3. Let Z be a seminormed space and X be a Fr&het space. Then a con- 
tinuous linear map T : Z -+ X is compact ifs there exists 1 E N such that 
flk o T : Z ---) Xk is compact, for every k > 1. 
Proof. Suppose such an I E N exists. We note that X can be identified with a 
closed subspace of the product Y := nr=,Xk, [23, Ch.11, $51. Moreover, if B 
is the unit ball of Z, then (flk o T)(B) is compact in Xk, k 2 1. Thus, 
u := nk”[ (n, 0 T)(B) is compact in Y and hence, T(B) C: X n U is relatively 
compact in X (as X is closed in Y). 
The converse statement is clear (with 1 = 1). 0 
Unlike in Banach spaces where m and 1 ml have the same null sets, for a Frechet- 
space-valued measure m there is no single positive measure which plays the role 
of the variation. But, there is the sequence Jml ) 5 lrn2l 5 . . . of positive mea- 
sures available; it then becomes crucial to clarify the various roles played by 
N(m) andN(mk), k E N. 
Lemma 2.4. Let X be a Frdchet space and m : C + X be a vector measure. Then 
(2.2) ?l l’(lmkl) c L’(m) c kn, L’(mk). 
k=l 
Moreover, both (natural) inclusions are continuous when 0,“: 1 ,!I’ (lmkl) is 
equipped with the topology given by the increasing sequence of seminorms 
(2.3) IIIf llik := d If I dlmkl, k E N, 
and np=, C’ (mk) has the topology determined by the increasing sequence of 
seminorms 
(2.4) II . Ilk(mk)(f) := sup{ “If dmkjik : E E x}> k E IV. 
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Proof. The first containment in (2.2) is in [17, Theorem 4.11 and continuity of 
the (identity) inclusion follows from the inequalities pk(m)(f) 5 ]l\flllk, for 
f E C’ (I ~1) and k E N, which in turn follow from [4, Proposition 11, p. 41 and 
pk(F)&) 5 IFI (cf. [4, p. 21) applied in the Banach space Xk to the vector 
measure F := flk o (f . m), for a fixed k E N and f E L’ (Imk]). The second 
containment follows from Lemma 2.1 and continuity of the (identity) inclusion 
is clear from the identities 
(2.5) 11 Ilk(mk)(f) =&(m)(f)> f E am), 
for each k E N, where we use the fact that ]\flkkx]lk = Pi for each x E X and 
kEN. 0 
It follows from Lemma 2.4 that 
(2.6) (c C1(im*i))/N(m) c L’(m) c (5 L?(mk))/h’(m). 
k=l k=l 
with both (natural) inclusions continuous. Moreover n;= 1 N() mkl) = n/(m) = 
n,” I N(q). The space L’ (m) is always complete; see [15, Theorems IV 4.1. & 
IV 7.1.1. It is also a Fr6chet lattice (with respect o the positive cone of elements 
f withf > 0 m-a.e.) for an equivalent sequence of seminorms (as defined in [16, 
Theorem 2.2.(l)], for example). We adopt the notation of [ll] and denote the 
left-hand-side of (2.6) by L’ (/ml), even though the symbol Jml has no meaning 
by itself if X is not normable. It can be verified (and was observed in [ll] for 
spaces over R; the extension from [w to C is straightforward) that L’ (I ml) is al- 
ways a Frdchet AL-lattice (see [ 1 l] for the definition of the AL-property). 
Finally, we require some facts about Bochner integrability in non-normable 
spaces. Let X be a Frechet space and X : C --f [0, w) be a finite measure. A 
function G : 6) + X is strongly measurable (for X) if there are C-simple func- 
tions G, : R + X, n E N, with lim,, m G,,(w) = G(w), in X, for X-a.e. w E R. 
The obvious definition of ‘Bochner integrable functions’ is the one suggested by 
the Banach space case (which we adopt). Namely, a strongly measurable func- 
tion G : R + X is Bochner X-integrable if sn(pk o G) dX < 00, k E N, where 
p1 5 p2 5 . . are seminorms determining the topology of X. The next result 
shows that an equivalent formulation is possible (taken to be the definition in 
[22, p. 2821) which is often more useful in practice. First, some further notation. 
If B C X is a closed, convex, balanced and bounded subset, then the subspace 
X, := U,“=, nB of X is a Banach space, [23, p. 971, with respect to the norm 
/( lie defined as the gauge functional of B, [23, p. 391, restricted to X,. More- 
over, the natural injection Xe s X is continuous, [23, p. 971. 
Lemma 2.5. Let X be a FrCchet space and X : C ---f [0, w) be ajnite measure. A 
function G : R 4 X is Bochner X-integrable #there exists a sequence of C-simple 
functions G,, : R -+ X, n E N, such that: 
(i) lim,,, G,,(w) = G(w), in X, for X-a.e. w E fi, and 
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(ii) lim, + o. JQpk o (G - G,,) dX = 0,for each k f N. 
Proof. Suppose (i) and (ii) hold, in which case (by (i)) G is clearly strongly 
measurable. Fix k E N. Since G1 is C-simple, it is clear that J&L o G,) dX < co 
and hence, by (ii), also 
d (p/x 0 G) dX f ef ( Pk~G,)dX+Spko(G-G1)dX<oo. 
12 f2 
Conversely, suppose G is Bochner X-integrable. The strong measurability of G 
implies there is a separable, closed subspace of X in which G takes its values X- 
a.e.. So, we may assume X is separable. Then X is a Lusin (and Suslin) space 
and so the results of [24] are available. In particular, G is absolutely X-sum- 
mable (cf. [24, Definition 31) and so, by the comment after Corollary 7.1 in [24], 
G is Bochner X-integrable in the sense of [24, Definition 51. That is, there is a 
closed, convex, balanced and bounded set B & X such that G(w) E X, for X-a.e. 
w t R and G is Bochner X-integrable as a Banach-space-valued function (see [4, 
Ch.II] for the definition in this setting). So, there are C-simple functions 
G, : fi! + XB, n E N, with limn,, llG~(w) - G,,(w)lls = 0 for each w E Eo and 
lim, is IQ IIGB - G& dx = 0, where En E C satisfies X(!j \ Eo) = 0 and GE 
denotes G considered as taking its values in X,; see the proof of [4, Theorem 2, 
p. 451. Fix k E N. Since X, is continuously embedded in X, there is cyk > 0 such 
that P~(,x.) < ~kj~xll~ for x E X,. In particular, lim,,mpk(GB(w) - G,(w)) = 0, 
for w E Eo, which shows (i) is satisfied. Condition (ii) is clear from 
lim,-, JDpk 0 (G ~ G,) dX 5 Uk lim,,, s,, IIGB - Grille JX = 0, valid for 
eachk E F% 0 
For G E B(X, X), Lemma 2.5 allows us to define ‘the integral over E’ by 
(B)-JEGdX:=lim,,, (B) -SE G, d)c for E E z, by using completeness of X 
and the obvious definition of (B)-J, G, dX. This definition is independent of 
the choice of the sequence { G,i},” ,. 
A routine argument, based on Lemma 2.5, establishes the next result. 
Lemma 2.6. Let Y and Z be Frdchet spaces and T : Y + Z be a continuous linear 
map. Let A : x + [0,x) be a finite measure. Then, for every H E !?(A, Y), the 
function T o 11 : 0 -+ Z belongs to B(A, Z) and 
(e)-J ToHdX= T (B)+fdA 
> 
, EEC. 
E E 
If G : R --+ X is strongly measurable andf : L? + C is a C-measurable function, 
then it can be verified that fG : L? + X is also strongly measurable. This ob- 
servation, together with the definition of Bochner integrability, can be used to 
establish the following fact. 
Lemma 2.7. Let X be a FrPchet space and X : C + [0, CW) be aJinite measure. 
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If f E L’(X) and G E t?(A, X) has X-essentially bounded range, then also 
fG E I?(A, X). 
We conclude this section with the following result. 
Lemma 2.8. Let X be a Frtchet space, X : C + [0, W) be a$nite measure and 
G E t3(A, X). Then the indefinite Bochner X-integral G. X : E H (B) -s, G dX is 
an X-valued vector measure of finite variation. Moreover, for each k E N, the 
variation JG . XI, is given by 
(2.7) IG . &(E) = J (ok 0 G) d& E E C. 
E 
Proof. Fix k E N. By Lemma 2.6, with Y = X, Z = Yk and T = nk we deduce 
that nk oGE a(x,Xk) and (B)--J,(lIkoG) dX= nk((B)-J,GdX), for each 
E E C. Since l[(nk o G)(w)l], =pk(G(w)) for X-a.e. w E 0, it follows from the 
theory of Banach-space-valued Bochner integrals, [4, Theorem 4(iv), p. 461, that 
EH (B)-&7k o G) dX is an Xk-valued vector measure of finite variation. Its 
variation is given by 
(2.8) EH 5 IInk 0 Gllk dX = s (Pk 0 G) d& E E C. 
E 
Moreover, by [4, Theorem 4.2(ii), p. 461 applied in Xk to f := nk o G we have 
(2.9) ( ’ ) ( ’ ’ 
Pk W-JGdX =/ink (B)-.fGdX /lk=ll(B)-~(~koG)dXllk 
< L IInk 0 GI/k dJ+, 
for each E E C, from which it is clear via (2.8) that G. X is g-additive. More- 
over, that G X has finite variation and (2.7) holds is clear from (2.8). 0 
3. PROOFS OF MAIN THEOREMS 
Let X be a Frtchet space with seminormspt 5 p2 < . determining the topol- 
ogy on X. Let (Q, C) be a measurable space and m : C + X be a vector mea- 
sure. Recall the canonical quotient map rrn : C’(m) -+ L’(m) (with L’(m) = 
C’(m)/N(m); see $1). 
Lemma 3.1. The set function [m] : C + L’(m) defined by [m](E) := rm(xE) for 
each E E C is a vector measure with L’ ([ml) = L’(m), that is, 
(3.1) ,C’([m]) = c’(m) and N([m]) = N(m). 
Proof. The a-additivity of [m] is a consequence of the dominated convergence 
theorem for m, [15, Theorem 11.4.21. Since m = [Im] o [m] on C, it follows from 
Lemma 2.1 that C’([m]) 2 C’(m) and N([m]) C N(m). To prove C’(m) C 
C’([m]), let f E L’(m). Applying [16, Theorem 2.41, choose C-simple functions 
gH:O-+C, nEfW,suchthat& +f pointwise m-a.e. as well as in the topology 
of L’(m). So, for each E E C, we have SE& d[m] = rm(&xE) + rm(fxE) in 
L’(m) as IZ -+ co. From [16, Theorem 2.41 applied to [ml, it follows that 
f E L’([m]), which establishes L’(m) = L’([m]). The equality n/([m]) = N(m) 
follows from the fact that every m-null set is [ml-null (by definition of [ml). 0 
The following notion will play a crucial role in the proof of Theorem 1. 
The vector measure m : C + X is said to factor through a Banach space Y if 
there exist a vector measure /* : C --f Y and a continuous linear map .Z : Y --+ X 
such that 
(FI) L’(m) = C’(P), 
(F2) N(m) = n/(p), and 
(F3) Z, = J o Zfi. 
In this case we say that m factors through Y via the pair (p, J). The Frechet 
space L’(m) = L’(m)/N(m) and the Banach space L’(p) = L’(p)/N(p) are 
then topologically isomorphic by the open mapping theorem, [23, p. 1601. 
Lemma 3.2. The integration operator I,,, : C’ (m) + X is compact @-the measure 
m factors through some Banach space Y via a pair (p, J) for which Ifi : L’ (p) + Y 
is compact. 
Proof. Assume Z, is compact. Take a neighbourhood V of 0 in L’(m) with 
Z,(V) compact in X. Let A be the closed, balanced, convex hull of Zm( I’) in X. 
Choose a compact, balanced, convex subset B of X such that A is a compact 
subset of the Banach space X,; see Lemma 1 on p. 111 of [23] and the discussion 
prior to it. Let J : XB + X be the natural embedding. Since I’ is absorbing in 
L’(m), the range of Z, lies within X,. So, let IA” denote the operator I,,, with 
codomain Xg, that is, I,,, = Jo IA” 
pact in X,, the operator IA” : 
on L’(m). Since Z;“(V) is relatively com- 
L’(m) + X, is compact (hence, continuous). Let 
[ZiB’] : L’(m)/n/(m) + X, be the continuous linear map associated with ZiB’, 
ie Z(B)_ (B) . .> m - [I, ] o Z,,,. Define an &-valued vector measure p on C (cf. Lemma 
3.1) by 
(3.2) p:= Zf) o[m] [ I 
Then, on C, we have 
(3.3) m=Jop. 
By applying Lemma 2.1 to both [m] and p, we have from (3.2) and (3.3) that 
L’([ml) C L’(P) C c’(m) and -N([ml) CJWPL) CN(m). 
This, together with (3.1), gives (Fl) and (F2) with Y := X,. Now (3.3) yields 
Z, = J o Z,A on L’(p) = C’(m). Thus (F3) holds and hence, m factors through X, 
via (CL, J). 
Observe that V is a neighbourhood of 0 in both L’(m) and L’ (I_L) as these 
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two spaces are topologically isomorphic. So, the integration operator 
ZP : C’(p) ---f XB is compact because ZP( I’) = I,$“‘( I’) C A and A is a relatively 
compact subset of X,. 
The converse statement is clear because Z, = J o ZP and Zfi is compact. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1. Assume that [Zm] : L’(m) -+ X is compact; equivalently 
Z, : L’(m) + X is compact. By Lemma 3.2, m factors through a Banach space 
Y via a pair (p,.Z) such that ZP : C’(p) + Y is compact. In particular, (Fl), 
(F2) and (F3) hold. Apply [19, Theorems 1 & 41 to p : C --f Y to deduce 
that I_L has finite variation with L’(p) = L’(l~_ll), that 1_1= H.1~1 for some 
H E 23(lpl, Y) with I&essentially relatively compact range in Y and that 
Z$ =(B) -J&H dip\, forf E Cl(p) = ,C1 (lpi). It then follows from Lemma 2.6 
and (F3) that J o H E Z?(lpl, X) and 
m(E) =Zm(xE) =JoZP(xE) =J 
( 
@)-JHdl~l 
> 
= (B)-~JoHGl 
E E 
for each E E C. So, m has finite variation by Lemma 2.8. 
Next we shall show that there exist Y E N and constants cl, c2 > 0 such that 
(3.4) cilm,l < IPI L c2lm,l 
on C. To see this combine the equality L’(y) = L’ (l,uj) with (Fl) and (F2) to 
give 
(3.5) L’(m) = C’(p) = L’(lpl) and N(m) = N(p) = N(lpI). 
The order in L’(m) given in $2 is the same as in L’(Ipl). Moreover, the identity 
map from the Frechet space L’ (m) onto the Banach space L’( IpI) is a topolog- 
ical isomorphism by the open mapping theorem. Since L’ (IpI) is an AL-space 
(with respect o the usual L’-norm), it follows that L’ (m) is a Frechet AL-lattice 
(see $2). So, by [ 11, Theorem 2.11 we have L’ (I ml) = L’ (m), and these two spaces 
are topologically isomorphic, again by the open mapping theorem because the 
identity from L’ ((ml) onto L’ ( m is continuous by Lemma 2.4 and (2.6). Hence, ) 
nrE1 L’(lrnkl) = L’(m) = C’(lpI) and the identity map 9 : nr=’ L’(Imkl) - 
C’(lpl) is a topological isomorphism. Since 9-l is continuous, for every k E N 
there is a constant (Yk > 0 such that 
(3.6) i IfI dlmkl < ak; 1.f +I, f '6 ~'(lP\). 
On the other hand, by continuity of !P there exist r E N and a constant c2 > 0 
satisfying 
(3.7) d Ifl 4~1 I c2i Ifl Wbl, f E ,W4 
Letting cl := l/c+ we have, from (3.6) and (3.7) withf := xE for E E C, that 
cllm,l(E) I Id(E) I c2lml(E), i.e., (3.4) holds. Whenever k 2 r, a similar in- 
equality 
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(3.8) &‘lmkl I IpI I c2lmkl 
on C follows from (3.6) and (3.7) because ]rnkl > Im,]. 
Clearly (3.4) implies that l’(]p]) = c’(ImJ) and N(]p]) = n/(lmrl). This and 
(3.5) yield 
(3.9) L’(m) = L1 (Iml) and N(m) =N(lm,l), 
which is precisely condition (i) of Theorem 1. 
To derive condition (ii), take a bounded (cf. (3.4)), C-measurable function 
cp > 0 on 0 with lpi(E) = SE cp d]m,l for E E C. Then cpH : L? -+ Y is Bochner 
]m,]-integrable and has Im,(-essentially relatively compact range. So, the X-va- 
lued function G := Jo (cpH), which has ]m,]-essentially compact range, is 
Bochner (m,l-integrable and satisfies (for E E C) 
again by Lemma 2.6. So, condition (ii) holds. Condition (iii) was already es- 
tablished above. 
Assume now conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) hold. Recall (i) is equivalent to (3.9). 
Hence, xn E L’(m) = c’(Im,l), so that ]m](fl) < co. Let f E L’(lm,l). Then 
fG E B(lmrl,X) by Lemma 2.7. We claim Z,f = (B)-J,fGdlm,l. In fact, take 
C-simple functions fn : 63’ + C with I fn I 5 If I for n E N and fn + f pointwise. 
By the dominated convergence theorem for the vector measure m and the scalar 
measure lm,l it follows that fn + f as n -+ cc both in C’(m) and C’(lm,l), for 
the respective topologies. Condition (ii) implies I,,& = (B)- j,f,G dlm,l, for 
n E N, and so I,f = lim,,,Zmfn = lim,,,(B)-S~f”Gdlrn,l, where the limit 
exists in X. But, (2.8) and (2.9) applied to (f - fn)G E B( lm,l, X) gives 
Pk @)-A (f -fn)Gdlmrl 5 ;Px((f -f,)G)dlmri 5 dk; If -frill dlmri 
for some constant dk > 0 (by (iii)), for each k,n E N. Fix k and let IZ + ce 
to deduce that (B)-J,f,Gdlm,l -+ (B)-J,fGdlm,l in X. That is, 
(B)-J,fG dim,1 = I,f as claimed. 
Fix k E N. Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7 imply that 
(nk 0 Im)f = nk (B)- JfG dlm,l = (B)-[f (nk 0 Wwl, 
R R 
f E ~‘k4). 
Since nk o G has ]m,l-essentially relatively compact range in xk (by (iii)), it 
follows from [4, Theorem 2, p. 681 that nk o I,,, is compact from c1 (Im,l) into 
xk. As k is arbitrarily fixed, Lemma 2.3 implies Z, is an X-valued, compact map 
on the seminormed space C’ (I m,l). 
Next we show the identity map from L’(m) onto L’(lm,l) is a topological 
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isomorphism, which implies that I,,, : C’(m) + X is compact. Condition (ii) 
and Lemma 2.6 imply 
m,(E) = (ZZ, 0 m)(E) = 17, 
( 
(B) - s G d]m,] 
> 
= (B) - S (n, 0 G)d]m,J 
E E 
for every E E C, which shows that 17, o G is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of 
m, with respect to Im,l. Since 17, o G has ]m,]-essentially relatively compact 
range in the Banach space X,, we apply [19, Theorem l] to deduce that 
Zm, : ,!Z1 (m,) + X, is compact and L’(m,) = L1(lmrl). Therefore we have 
L’(m,.) = L’(Im,l) = L’(m). So, the identity map from L’(m) onto L1(m,) is 
continuous by (2.5) with k = Y and hence, is a topological isomorphism by the 
open mapping theorem. The same theorem applies to show the identity from 
L’(Im,l) onto L’( m, ) is a topological isomorphism. Therefore the identity from 
L’(m) onto L’(Im,l) is also a topological isomorphism and hence, so is that 
from l1 (m) onto C’ (Im,l). So, the compactness of Z, is proved. 
The last statement of Theorem 1 has already been established. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2. Assume I,,, is compact. Take Y E N which is chosen so that 
the inequalities (3.4) in the proof of Theorem 1 hold. As shown there, we then 
also have (3.8) for all k > r. The arguments used in the proof of Theorem 1 to 
deduce Zm, is compact and L’(m,) = L’ (Im,l) = L’(m) also work if we replace 
(3.4) by (3.8) for any k > r. Therefore, L’(mk) = L’(lmkl) = L’(m) = L’(m,) 
and Zmk : L’(mk) t & is compact for all k 2 r. 
Conversely, assume there is r E N with ZMk : ,C’(rnk) -+ xk compact and 
L’ (mk) = L’ (m,) for k > r. For any k 2 r, compactness of Zmk implies L’ (mk) = 
L’(Imkl), [l9, Theorem 11. By Lemma 2.4, we conclude nF=, C’(]mk]) = 
L1 (m) = np= I c1 (mk). Therefore 
(3.10) L’(m) = L’(mk), k > r. 
Fix k 2 r. As in the proof of Theorem 1, it follows from (3.10) that the identity 
map from L’(m) onto L’ (mk) is a topological isomorphism. In particular, we 
may assume that L’(m) is a normed space. Since ZZk o [I,] = [Zm,] is compact 
from L’(m) into xk for an arbitrarily fixed k > r, it follows from Lemma 2.3 
that [Zm] is compact. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let Q := [0, l] and C be the Bore1 g-algebra on Q. Let 
X : C + [0, l] be Lebesgue measure. The Frechet space X admits a basic se- 
quence {e,},“,,; see [12, Statement J, p. 3011. By choosing {!I,}~!~ C @ such 
that {&en}:! 1 is bounded in X we can assume that {en},“, , is itself bounded. 
Define ak := sup(pk(e,) : n E N} < KI, for k E N. For t E 0, the sequence 
{(ei”f/n3)e,}F= 1 is absolutely summable in X because c,“= 1 pk((ei”‘/n3)en) < 
ak c,” 1 If3 < co for each k E N. The function G : f2 + X defined by 
G(t) := C,“= 1 (ei”‘/n3)e,, f or t E f& is then continuous because, given k E N, we 
have&(G(s) - G(t)) I a& - tl c,” 1 np 2, for s, t E 6’. So, G(f2) is compact in 
X. Moreover, G(Q) lies in the closed linear span Y of {e,}:! , in X. As Y is a 
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Polish space (being separable and Frechet), we can apply [24, Remark, 
pp. 67-681 to G, considered as a continuous Y-valued function, to conclude 
that G is strongly measurable in Y and hence, also in X. The boundedness of 
G(0) implies that JQpk o G dX < oc, for k E N. In other words, G E Z3(&X). 
For each k E N, let Ck := sup{(pk o Go : t E ii?}. Define an X-valued vector 
measure m := G. A. Fork E N it follows from (2.7) that [rnkl 5 ckx on I=. On the 
other hand, since {e,}:? I is a Schauder basis in Y, let ~1 E Y’ be the functional 
such that {ei, ?I) = 1 and (e,*, VI} = 0 for all n 2 2; see [12, p. 2921. Extend 71 to 
an element of X’ by the Hahn-Banach theorem. Such an extension is denoted 
also by ~1. Then there exist r E N and c > 0 such that 1(x, n,)l 5 cp,(x) for 
x E X. Given t E K& we have (p, o G)(t) 2 /(G(t),c-‘nl)l = leitl c-l = c-l. 
Again (2.7) with k = r gives /m,/(E) = &‘pr o G) dX 2 c-‘X(E), for E E C. 
Consequently, 
(3.11) c-‘X 5 [mrj 5 c,X 
on C, which implies L1 (X) = L’ (lm, I). By (3.11) choose a bounded, C-measur- 
able function ~.7 on 0 such that X(E) = JE cp dim,1 for E E C. Clearly 
ipG E W4,X) and m = (~(3 . I m on C. Moreover, cpG has Im,l-essentially ?I 
relatively compact range in X. We claim L1 (m) = L’(m,). In fact, given k E N, 
the inequality lmkl < ckx on C yields G’(X) C c’(jmkl) and N(x) C ni(lmk[), 
and hence 
(3.12) C’(X) C E L’(lmkj) C C’(m) and N(x) & 5 N(lmkj) --N(m); 
k=l k=l 
see Lemma 2.4. On the other hand, for the functional n1 E X’ we have 
(m, pi) = j” ei’dt, for E f C, which gives [(m, Q)/ = A. Thus 
(3.13) G’(m) C C’((m,rll)) = C’(X) and N(m) CN(jrn,~)) =N(A). 
From (3.12) and (3.13) it follows that L;‘(m) = Li (A) = L’(Im,l). So, Theorem 1 
ensures that the integration operator Z, is compact. q 
Proof of Theorem 4. The proof proceeds by considering two separate cases. 
Suppose X contains a sequence {xn}r=, which is unconditionally summable, 
but not absolutely summable. Let 52 := N and C := 2’. Define m : Z: ---f X by 
m(E) :== CnEE x,,, for E E C. The unconditional summability of {x~},X=~ im- 
plies that m is a vector measure. By hypothesis there exists k E N such that 
c,” I i’k(xn) = 0~). It then follows from 
1mk1({1,2,...N)) =k$, /mkl(b)) =k$Pk(-\;I)j NE NJ, 
that mk, hence m, does not have finite variation. By Theorem 1 we conclude that 
Z, is not compact. This proves that in every non-nuclear Frlchet space X, there 
exists a vector measure whose integration operator is not compact, [23, Cor- 
ollary 2, p. 1841. 
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So, it remains to treat the case when X is nuclear for which we require the 
next result. 
Proposition 3.3. Let X be an injinite-dimensional Frkhet space with an un- 
conditional (Schauder) basis {e,,}:!,, [12, p. 3091. Then there exists a vector 
measure in X whose integration operator is not compact. 
Proof. Let R := N and C := 2N. For each E E C define a linear map 
P(E) : X + X by P(E)x := C,“=i x,(n)x(n)e,, for x E X, where x = 
C,“=, x(n)e, is the expansion of x relative to {e,},“,. Define P,, := P({n}), 
for n E N, in which case P, : X -+ X is continuous by definition of {e,}p=, 
being an unconditional Schauder basis. Fix E E C. Since P(E)x = 
1imN + cc C,“=, xE (n)pd, f or x E X, with each operator C,“= 1 xE (n)P, con- 
tinuous, for N = 1,2,. . ., it follows from the Banach-Steinhaus theorem, [12, 
p. 2201, that the limit operator P(E) is also continuous. 
Fix x E X and x’ E X’, in which case (x,x’) = C,“, x(n)(e,,x’) is 
unconditionally convergent in C. By a classical result we conclude 
C,“i Ix(n)1 . I(e,,x’)l < oo.Theidentities (P(E)x,x’) = C,“=, G,(E)x(n)(e,,x’), 
for E E C, where S, is the Dirac point measure at n E R, then imply via the Vitali- 
Hahn-Saks theorem (for scalar measures), [4, Corollary 10, pp. 24-251, that 
E H (P(E)x, x’) is a-additive. Accordingly, E H P(E) is a-additive for the weak 
operator topology and hence, by the Orlicz-Pettis theorem, also for the strong 
operator topology. It is routine to verify that P(0) is the identity operator on X 
and P(E n F) = P(E)P(F) for E, F E C. Hence, P is a spectralmeasure in X and 
necessarily equicontinuous, [8, p. 1401, as Frechet spaces are barrelled. 
As noted in the proof of Theorem 3, we may assume that {e,}r= , is bounded 
in X. Let u E X denote the sum of the absolutely summable sequence 
{n-*en},” 1. The cyclic space P(C)[u] C X is the closed subspace of X spanned 
by {P(E)u : E E C}; see [8, $21. Since {e,},“i C span{P(E)u : E E C}, it is 
clear that P(C)[u] = X. Let m denote the X-valued vector measure E H P(E)u, 
for E E C. Then Z, : L*(m) + X is known to be a bicontinuous isomorphism of 
L’(m) onto the cyclic space P(C)[u], [8, Proposition 2.11. Since this cyclic space 
is infinite-dimensional, it follows that Z, cannot be compact, [23, p. 231. 0 
The proof of Theorem 4 for an infinite-dimensional nuclear space X is im- 
mediate. Choose a basic sequence {en},“_ 1 in X, meaning it is a Schauder basis, 
[12, p. 296 & p. 3011, for its closed linear span Yin X. Since Y equipped with the 
relative topology is also nuclear, [12, p. 4831, it follows {en}:= 1 is an absolute 
basis in Y, [12, p. 5121, and hence, also unconditional. By Proposition 3.3 there 
is a vector measure m : C + Y such that Zml : L*(m) + Y is not compact. The 
measure m can also be interpreted as being X-valued; denote it by mx in this 
case. Since Y is closed in X it can be shown, via the various definitions in- 
volved, that C’(m) = C’(mx) and Z,, = Z, (with all values taken in Y). In par- 
ticular, Znlx is not compact. 
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4. EXAMPLES 
Given a vector measure m with values in a Frechet space X, Theorem 2 says that 
the integration operator 1, : L’ ( m ) + X is compact iff there exists r E N such 
that 
(a) I,, : L’(mk) --f Xk is compact for all k > Y, and 
(b) L’(mk) = L’(m,) for all k 2 r. 
In this section we exhibit some illuminating examples of vector measures m 
with values in the Frechet space w, s or !P+(p > 1) such that either (a) or (b) is 
violated. The integration operator 1, is then not compact. These measures are 
not obtained by the evaluation of any spectral measure (as in the proof of The- 
orem 4). Moreover, the examples are genuine ‘Frechet space’ examples in that 
the measures involved do not take their values in a closed subspace which is a 
Banach space for the relative topology of X (in which case the results of [19] 
apply). The choice of Frechet spaces is deliberate. Both w and s are nuclear; 
however, s admits a continuous norm whereas w does not. The space ep+ is not 
Monte1 (hence, not nuclear) and has an unconditional basis. More curious 
perhaps, is the fact that it contains no infinite-dimensional normable subspace, 
[3], but that it does contain a complemented subspace isomorphic to a nuclear 
Frichet space admitting a continuous norm, [ 181. 
Throughout this section, let 6) := [0, l] and X be Lebesgue measure on the 
Bore1 sets C of 0. For n E N, let g, := [Y,x,(~~ with a,, := e-” and F(n) := 
((n + l)-‘,n-‘I. 
Example 4.1. Let X = w, i.e. X is the space of all C-valued functions on N and 
is a Frechet space for the product topology. The standard unit vectors {e,}r=, 
form an absolute basis so that x = C,“=, x(n)e,, for x E X. Given k E N, define 
a seminorm by JQ(X) := xi=, Ix(n)], f or x E X. This increasing sequence of 
seminorms (Pk}r! 1 defines the topology on X. For k E N, the Banach space 
Xk (see $1) can be identified with the finite-dimensional space Ck so that 
n,(x) = (x(n)):= i, for x E X. The function G : R + X defined by 
(4.1) G := n$ g,(.)e, 
is clearly Bochner A-integrable. Let m := G . A. By (2.7) we have ImkI(E) = 
s Epk o G dX = SE Cp=, lg,,l dX = xi= 1 a,X(E n F(n)) for k E N and E E C. 
Since the support of lrnkl is ((k + I)-‘, I] it is clear that 
(4.2) ~‘(lmkl) # ~l(lmel), k # l. 
On the other hand, for every k E N, the integration operator Z,, on .C’(mk) is 
surely compact because its codomain Xk is finite-dimensional. In particular, 
L’(rnk) = L1(]mk]) by [19, Theorem 11. Combining this with (4.2) we obtain 
L’(mk) # L’( me w ) h enever k + l. That is, condition (b) cannot hold for any 
r E N while condition (a) holds for every r E N. 
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Example 4.2. Let X be the space s of all rapidly decreasing functions x E w. 
That is, x E w belongs to s iff C,“= 1 nklx(n) 1 < cc for all k E N. For k E N, de- 
fine a norm by pp(x) := C,“= 1 &lx(n)l, for x E X. This increasing sequence of 
norms (Pk}p=, defines the topology on X for which X is a Frechet space. For 
every k E N, we have Xk = {x E w : C,“=, &lx(n)1 < oo}, which is a weighted 
!‘-space. So, each canonical quotient map ZZk : X + & is the natural inclu- 
sion. As {e,,}rz, is also a Schauder basis for s, we can again define G : 0 4 X 
by (4.1). It is easy to verify that G E B(X, X). So, define a vector measure 
m : C + X by m := G. A. Fix k E N. By (2.7) we have 
(4.3) ]mk](E) = Lpk o G dA = s 
( 1 
nE, nkg, dX = E a,nkX(E n F(n)) 
n=l 
for E E C. Since C,“=i (annk+*X(F(n)))~‘~,~~, is in C’(Imk]) \ C’(lmk+ll) we 
see that 
(4.4) L’(Imk+ll) 2 L’(lmkl). 
Since the range of mk is in the positive cone of the weighted Y’-space Xk, it fol- 
lows from [19, Example 2.3(ii) and Remark 2.71 that L’(mk) = L* (Imkl). This 
and (4.4) imply L’ (mk + ,) # L’ (mk) and hence, condition (b) is violated for ev- 
ery Y E N. 
Next we show that Z,, is not compact. Lemma 2.6 implies that 
nkOGE~(X,Xk)andmk=(~TkoG).X.LetHk:=17koGandhk:=pkOG. 
Then 
W(E) = (B) - s Hk dA = (B)- s (Hk/hk)h dX = (B) - s (Hk/hk)dlmkl 
E E E 
for every E E c, because ]mk] = hk.X by (4.3). So, mk = (Hk/hk) Imkl. Note 
that 
Hk(t)/hk(t) = nc, (n-kX~Cn)(t))e,, t E 0. 
Since pk( jekej - nPk e,) = 2 whenever j # n, the range Of ffk/hk iS not Imkj- 
essentially relatively compact in &. So, by [19, Theorem 11, the integration op- 
erator Zmk : L’(mk) -+ & is not compact. Thus condition (a) is alS0 violated for 
every r E N. 
Example 4.3. Let 1 5 p < cc and let X := eP+. That is, X = n,,, P as a 
vector space, and its topology is defined by the sequence of norms Z&(X) := 
( C,“= , lx(n) I’k)l’ok , for x E X, where ,& := p + k-‘. For k E N, we can identify 
Xk with @ and the canonical quotient map ZZk : X --+ Xk is then the natural 
inclusion. Observe that {en}:! 1 is also a Schauder basis for ZJJ’+. So, again de- 
fine G : f2 4 X by (4.1), in which case G is Bochner A-integrable. Let m := G. A. 
For this vector measure m : C + X, there exists a scalar measure 
v : C + [0, CQ) such that ]rnk] = v for all k E N . In fact, given k E N it follows 
from (2.7) that 
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So, the measure v : E H C,“=, a,X(E fl F(n)) for E E C fulfils the requirement. 
Consequently C’(Y) = flr=i C’(lmkl) & 13’(m) by Lemma 2.4. To show 
that C’(Y) 5 Is’(m), let y, := 0 and “y, := ( ncu,X(F(n)))-’ for n 2 2, and define a 
function f on R by f := Crzl ~nxFcrrj. Thenf$ L’(v). On the other hand, for 
N E N let f~ := C,“=, Y~x,,,, which is a C-simple function. Clearly fn + f 
pointwise on 0 as N + co. Moreover, given E E C the sequence { &f~ dm},“= , 
converges to the element C,“=, a,ynX(E n F(n))e, of X. So, apply [16, Theorem 
2.41 to conclude thatf E L’ (m). Thus L’ (v) s L’ (m). 
Fix k E RJ. Since L’ (lmkl) = L’(u) 5 L’(m) C L’ (mk), the operator & is not 
compact by [19, Theorem 11. Thus condition (a) is violated for every r E N. 
Moreover, choose any x E @+I \ @. F or n E N let E, := Ix(~)l.(~,X(~(lt)))-‘. 
The function $ := C,“=, E~x,(,,) belongs to L’(mk+ 1) but not to L’(mk). This 
can be shown by again applying [16, Theorem 2.41 to the C-simple functions 
“&N := c,“= , %& 2 for N E N. So, we conclude that L’ (mk+ 1) # L’ (mk) where 
as L’(lm,+l) = L’((Q]). H ence, condition (b) may fail to hold for any r E N, 
yet the spaces L’ (Imkl) can all be equal for every k 2 1. 
Example 4.4. Let 1 Ip < cc and x, Xk, nk,Pk and &(k E N) be as in 
Example 4.3. Let Ii := xn and &, := xF(n_Ij for n 2 2. Define H : R + X 
by ff := ENS=, &(.)e,,. Then H is strongly measurable because H(t) = 
Fo;;;wNXn_l En(t for t E Q. M oreover, His Bochner X-integrable because, 
(4.5) Pk 0 H = 2”‘kX,o.,, + XIoi 
on R. Define a vector measure m : C + X by m := H. X Fix k E N. We see (by 
Lemma 2.6) that nk o H E a(ii, &) and mk = (flk o H) . A. Then (4.5) and 
Lemma 2.8 imply 
(4.6) lmkl(E) = 21/“kX(E), EEC 
On the other hand, since nk o m = mk, Lemma 2.1 implies that 
(4.7) L’(m) c c’(mk) and N(m) C N(mk). 
Observe that {e,,}:? 1 is also a Schauder basis in each xk. Let ~1 E (xk)’ satisfy 
(e,,rl,)=land(e,,rll)=Oforn>2.Then(mk,rll)=XonC,sothat 
(4.8) C’(mk) 2 C’((mk,W)) =c’(x) and N(mk) c N((mk, vl)) = N(A). 
It follows from (4.6), Lemma 2.4 and the discussion after its proof, that 
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(4.9) L’(x) = n L’(lmkl) c c’(m) and N(X) = n N(]mk]) =N(m). 
k=l k=l 
Then (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9) yield, for each k E N, that 
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L’(m) =C’(in/J =L1(Irr&l) =C’(X) and N(m) =N(mk) =N(lmkl) =N(X). 
In particular, L’ (m) = L’ (WQ) = L’ (A) for k E N, showing condition (b) holds 
for all r E N. 
Fix k E N; we show Z,,,, is not compact. By (4.6) we conclude that 
WQ = (ZZ, 0 H) x = 2-l/917 k OH). Irnkl. The range of Z7k o H is the set 
{el) U {el + en : n 2 2) which is not relatively compact in xk. By [19, 
Theorem l] the operator Zmk is not compact. So condition (a) is violated for 
every r E N. 
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